
   

Banking Solutions Arrive in Pennsylvania For the Unbanked and Underbanked   

February 11, 2019  

Denver, CO –eXPO™, a private financial institution, announced today their financial technology platform,    

eXPO™ Business Solutions  will be opening in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to the unbanked and 

underbanked.   

eXPO™ is committed to industries and consumers selectively excluded by banks due to their strict 

regulatory requirements.  eXPO’s membership network is registered with FinCEN, the Financial Crimes 

Enforcement Network, an arm of the U.S. Department of the Treasury.   

Larry Lipman, CEO said, “we are proud to be approved by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and will 

begin to work with Pennsylvania’s Cannabis industry through the Pennsylvania Cannabis Coalition to 

enhance their business practices and strengthen their economic viability, prior to creating solutions for 

other unbanked consumers and businesses.” Lipman added, “Across the United States, a majority of 

banks have chosen to not participate in the Cannabis industry and/or highly limit the business’ activity 

and turn away several other industries due to the high number of regulations. We developed a unique 

approach to working with industries that financial institutions shy away from.”   

Andrew Sacks, Managing Partner of Sacks Weston Diamond Law firm in Philadelphia and Chairman of 

the firm’s Medical Marijuana and Hemp Department was instrumental in bringing eXPO™, a rapidly 

growing national financial Institution, to Pennsylvania. “When I saw how eXPO™ changes the chain of 

custody and ensures auditability, transparency, and an end–to–end network without the cash touching 

the plant, I knew we needed to have eXPO™ in our state," Sacks commented. “It was important to me 

that all the t’s were crossed, and i’s were dotted, and now we are at the point of helping each of our 

Cannabis and hemp businesses transact business without disguising their identity.”  

  

eXPO™ Business Solutions is a unique software package that works with cash-intensive businesses and 

banks to enable them to conduct their daily business like companies in other industries.  eXPO™ offers 

credit and debit card processing, checking, ACH and wire without the funds touching THC.   

  

Official launch will be February 18, 2019, and applications are now being taken.   

  

For more information contact:  

  

Audrey Kirwin, VP of Business Development 844.446.3976 x717  Audreyk@getexponow.com or 

Larry Lipman, Chief Executive Officer 844.446.3976 x704  Larrylipman@getexponow.com  
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